
Mission Guinea Support Update                                  20th August 2019 

The Mission Guinea working group last met on the 19th July, 2019. The following is a report of major 

happenings and an update of support. 

 

Mission Guinea Working Group Expands 

Rick and Ruth Niland from the Gipp’s Street Congregation have recently joined the Mission Guinea 

working group. Ruth travelled to Guinea and participated in the 2018 mission trip. With her husband 

Rick, they previously worked as missionaries in Papua New Guinea and more recently were members 

of the church in Ballina before their move to Toowoomba several years ago. We look forward to 

their contribution to this work. 

 

Support Update 

We greatly appreciate all who are providing support for brethren in Guinea. As a reminder, our 

primary focus at this point is twofold: 

• Supporting evangelists and congregations, and 

• Building a fully operational Bible training school 
 

To this end, quarterly support is being sent to 10 congregations of the Lord’s church. Support is sent 

in March, June, September and December each year. In addition, support for the construction of the 

proposed three-storey school is sent as available and needed to keep the project progressing.  

In addition to these core efforts, support has also been provided to brethren to start a project to 

grow pigs (Pig Project) (see update below) and to make soap (Soap Project). Also, efforts are 

underway to source bibles and bible reference materials in French for our brethren in Guinea.  

At the time of our meeting, the most recent instalment of support was sent to Guinea in June 2019 

with the next support to be sent in September 2019.  The amount of support for the quarter was 

$1,710 AUD.   

Since Mission Guinea began in March 2014, a total of $82,773.62 in support has been raised (as at 
19/07/2019). Of this, $56,906.50 has been provided to evangelists and congregations, $325 as a 
special contribution for storm recovery, and $19,362 toward building the school. An additional 
$6,180.12 is being held in the bank for future support efforts. The most recent support for 
construction was $3,000 sent in March 2019 for the specific purpose of buying materials to make 
bricks for the ground floor. See the section below for an update on progress. 
 

Don’t forget to check out the Website 

More information on Mission Guinea is now available on the Gipps Street Church of Christ website 

(www.gippschurch.com). Under the Get Involved tab, there is a dedicated page on Mission Guinea. 

http://www.gippschurch.com/


Here you will find recent reports and more about the work and there is also a link if you have any 

questions. The website is a good tool for sharing this work with others. 

 

Update of construction of the bible training school 

As mentioned, $3,000AUD in support was transferred to Guinea in March 2019 for the purpose of 

buying materials to build bricks for the ground floor of the bible school. Below are two reports and 

some photos from Sam Williams who is the Preacher in Samoe, close to the site of the school. 

 

REPORT FOR ELEVATION BLOCKS FOR FIRST FLOOR OF BIBLE SCHOOL  

Dear Brethren,  

We give glory to God the provider of good things in Heaven and on Earth and we thank you 
brethren for your engagement towards the Lord’s work especially in Guinea republic. We 
also thank God for the strength given to us to do His work.  

By God’s grace, the molding of the elevation blocks has completed and we followed the 
engineer’s instruction on one bag of cement to thirty (30) blocks and he also told us to leave 
the blocks for enough rain to fall on it and also sun to shine on it to make it stronger before 
we can classify it. When we shall classify it, then we will know the exact number and we will 
get you informed. And the fund (18,510,000 fg) you sent couple with balance fund at hand 
of 2,213,000fg which is 20,723,000fg as total fund at hand. This was how it was used.  

No Items Unit price Total Cost  

1 150 bags of cement 96,000fg 14,400,000fg 

2 150 bags of cement molding fees 10,000fg 1,500,000fg 

3 150 bags of cement transportation to Samoe 3,000fg 450,000fg  

4 Feeding for workers   300,000fg 

5 15 litres of gas for bikes and  water pumping 
machine 

10,000fg 150,000fg 

  Total   16,800,000fg 

  

Now the balance money at hand is 3,923,000fg and we are looking forward to hear what 
you want us to use it for. 

We need warehouse to store the materials now because of many reasons. It will facilitate 
the work and also cut down some unnecessary expenses. For instance, the siting room of 
brother Falikou where we stored the first 480 bags of cement got damage. The cement 
weight cracked one side of its corner and also damage some of floor tiles. Secondly, when 
we are transporting the cement of the elevation blocks from brother Falikou to the site, 
brother Jean has an accident but we thank God that he never injured too much. When he 
was going to the site with the cement, a taxi moto with hundred kilos of palm nut at the 
back lose control because of no brake, left his part and come to hit brother Jean. And the 



whole front of the bike got damaged. If we constructed warehouse, there will not be a 
problem of storage, buying gas to transport materials and also the problem of transporting 
of materials from one location to the other e.g. cement, iron and the rest ones. The 
foundation of the warehouse has been done but we need materials like cement, iron sheet, 
planks for roofing and iron door to build it. We attached the photos of the blocks, part of 
the house damage and the damage bike. 

 Thank you for storing yourselves treasures in Heaven (Matthew 6:20) and may God bless 
you and your effort.    

Your fellow slaves in the Lord, 

Sam Williams for Bible College Committee.  
 
 
 
--------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: SAM WILLIAMS <samdegwilliams@gmail.com> 
Date: Sat, Jul 6, 2019 at 3:49 PM 
Subject: Classified of the Bible School blocks finished 
To: Rachel Smith <guineamission@gmail.com>, ABRAHAM MILLER <amaab12@yahoo.com>, 
Bruce Stanley <bkslfhim@cox.net> 
 

 
Dear brethren,  
We give God the glory that we have finally classified the blocks that we molded and it gives 
4,560 after counted it and also we did some after filling of the foundation because after several 
rainfall on the first filling, it goes down and we reinforce the filling. Here are some photos to that 
effect. We thank you again for your engagements towards the Lord's work.   
Brother Sam on behalf of the Bible School Committee 
 
 

 

Levelling the foundation 
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Making and drying the bricks 

 

Pig Project 

In conjunction with the 2018 Guinea Mission trip, support was provided to start a project that would 

help in providing income for families of the church, with involvement of the children. While in 

Guinea, the brethren decided a project growing and selling pigs would start. Since this time, three 

pigs have been purchased, along with food and medicine. The aim of this project is for congregations 

in the forest region (in around N’zerekore) to breed and share pigs and eventually for the project to 

spread to other congregations in Guinea. The three pigs are being looked after by the brethren in 

Samoe. Below is an excerpt from an email from Sam Williams regarding the project, and a photo of 

the pigs. 

‘As for the pig project, it took us long time to embark on the project for two reasons. Firstly, we are 
looking for the best variety that will be able to produce and met the purpose of the project and 
secondly there is a sickness that attack pigs for almost the period of four months called pig flu. So we 
wait to see how long the sickness will last and we thank God that the sickness finish finally now. We 
bought three (3) pigs, their food for the main time and their medication. Tell the brethren thanks for 
us for this children project and we are praying that project should grow and be use for the intended 
purpose and Here are the pictures of the pigs.’ 



 

Keep in your prayers 

Each quarter, our hard working secretary (Rachel Smith) goes through the various reports (at least 

the ones in English) submitted by our brethren in Guinea to identify things to keep in our prayers. 

Below is the current list: 

• Philippe Tolno's health 
• Bellevue congregation - faithfulness to Christ, strengthen the congregation in doing His 

work, pig project 
• Sokoura - physical and spiritual growth, lasting peace in Guinea 

Questions? 

If you have any questions regarding the Mission Guinea work, please do not hesitate to contact us 

via guineamission@gmail.com .  

We appreciate your support of Mission Guinea and ask that you keep this work and the brethren in 

Guinea in your prayers. 

Please feel free to pass this report on to others. It will also be posted on the website. 

Our next meeting is planned for 18th October  2019. 
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